E-TWINNING 2015
Cyberbullying - just a harmless prank?
Tento projekt vznikl ve spolupráci s gymnáziem v Berlíně a je
příspěvkem k 63. Evropské soutěži vyhlášené pro rok 2016 na
téma: Žijme společně v míru!
Zvolili jsme aktuální téma„Kyberšikana“, které je
v současnosti hojně diskutováno ve všech evropských zemích
díky narůstajícímu počtu obětí. Studenti si vymění znalosti o
tom, co to vlastně kyberšikana je , jak se projevuje a jak se jí
bránit.
About the project
This project between the Czech Republic and Germany is a contribution to the 63rd European
Competition in 2016 with the motto "Live together in peace".
It aims at raising students' awareness of cyberbullying as a phenomenon among students with
a rising number of victims. Students exchange their knowledge about the topic in order to
define what cyberbullying really is. In a second step, different contributions using different
media will be made in order to display and discuss the various facts o the topic.
AI MS
The following objectives will be valued by the partners:
Be able to communicate about different topics concerning cyberbullying (definition,
manifestations, people involved in the process/phenomenon, personal experiences, strategies
against cyberbullying)
The competences to be implemented are:
Be able to introduce your class, school and town
Be able to share ideas and discuss about a common topic
Be able to research a topic
Be able to change perspectives and show empathy
Be able to work in groups effectively (target-oriented argumentation and negotiation)
Be able to use various ICT tools to display and share results within the working process
Be able to cooperate, solve problems, and find solutions among international partners
Be able to give a proper feedback

WO RK PRO CE S S
November 2015
- registration of the project (Germany: Marlen Brocker)
- e-mail exchange among teachers on schedule and responsibilities within the project (all
teachers)

- video conference between Germany and Czech Republic: "Getting to know each other"
(Germany- two classes, Czech Republic - one class) & presentation of the topic of the project
December 2015
- research on bullying and cyberbulling, presentation on twinspace (each country individually)
- sharing of example cases/ personal experience on twinspace (e.g. blog) (single students from
Czech Republic and Germany)
- video conference to decide on which kind of collaborative piece of work students would like
to contribute to the European Competition is (e.g. video of roleplay, picture story, ebook,...)
January 2016
- collaborative work on contribution for competition, exchange via e-mail, twinspace (all
partners)
February 2016
- presentation of strategies against cyberbullying (national teams, one transnational team)
-feedback
E XPE CT E D RE S UL T S
We will use various tools on TwinSpace to present, publish and share results. E-mail and
video confrences will be used for strategic focus, the first one mainly by teachers, the latter
one mainly by students/ the classes.
As it is not yet clear, what the collaborative product will be and which media will be used to
produce it, other ressources than the Twinspace might well be used. Nevertheless, we might
restrict students' choice to webbased tools and software in order to ensure a collaborative
approach among the different countries. This would also enhance their media competence and
enable them to use the Internet as a tool to work together (peacefully! and) effectively and in a
meaningful way rather than using the Internet with malefic purpose.
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